The transit map displayed is for illustration purposes only. Transit times may change and additional service days may apply for rural areas. Please visit ltl.upsfreight.com or call 800-333-7400 for specific transit times.

Reliability
• Guaranteed* on-time delivery for all your standard LTL shipments

Speed
• More than 22,000 one- and two-day lanes
• Three- and four-day transcontinental service
• Faster shipment processing with UPS WorldShip®
• Expedited and time-critical solutions from UPS Freight Urgent LTL

Coverage
• One pickup for all your regional, interregional & long-haul needs
• Guaranteed* on-time service between the U.S. and Canada
• Reliable LTL service between the U.S. and Mexico

Flexibility
• Unique solutions for Trade Show exhibitors and Associations
• Ability to optimize transportation spend with UPS Ground Freight Pricing
• Truckload (TL) solutions for your accession or special TL needs. Call 888.682.4652 for more information

Technology
• Industry leading shipping & tracking applications that make your job easier

* Applies to shipments rated from current UPGF 560 and UPGF 525 tariffs only. See Rules Tariff for applicable terms and conditions.